October Chapter News:

We will have one of our own members this month as our presenter, namely Laure Pomianowski from UL Laboratories. Established in 1894, UL Labs is an independent product safety certification organization that develops standards and test procedures for a myriad of products, materials, components, assemblies, tools and equipment, chiefly dealing with product safety. Laure will discuss specifically the products relating to "green" plumbing and mechanical systems, as well as an overview of the UL organization.

We will also have a brief summation by our Chapter Vice Chairman - Leonard Ramociotti, of the key points considered by the recently held IAPMO National Education and Business Conference Meeting, September 25th - 29th, in San Antonio, TX.

November 9th Meeting:

We will have an industry expert on grease interception devises and relevant code considerations to address our November meeting. More details will be available in the upcoming November newsletter.

September 14th Meeting:

We had Dale Drury - Grundfos Pump Mfr. Company talk to us about pump efficiency and the commonly specified use of VFD (Variable Frequency Drive) technology to control pump speed/capacity and optimize energy consumption in many common heating and water boosting applications.

Members Needed!

Once again, we ask that ask that any individuals, contractors, engineers and governmental agencies with an interest in the plumbing/mechanical trades and associated building code interpretation and implementation to please consider supporting our group with their membership and meeting attendance. Our speaker list is mostly varied and relevant. The short monthly time commitment is well worth the benefits derived from membership in the group. Please consider joining our Chapter.

Our Chapter is Only As Strong As Your Active Participation